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ABSTRACT

Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) are a technique for simulating the absorption of waves in open do-
mains. They have been introduced by Bérenger in 1994 [1] for the computation of time-dependent
eletromagnetic waves and extended, since then, to other models of wave propagation, in the time do-
main but also for time-harmonic wave-like equations. They are an alternative to the use of Absorbing
Boundary Conditions and became very popular due to the simplicity of their implementation and their
efficiency. One of their main property is their perfect matching with the physical domain, for any angle
of incidence and any frequency, at least for infinite layers.

The aim of this talk is to present several contributions we made to PMLs, mainly related to (i) the well-
posedness and stability analysis of the continuous time-dependent PML system, (ii) the well-posedness
and convergence of time-harmonic PML problems. We will conclude with some numerical questions
(again related to the stability but on the discrete level) and open problems.

The question of well-posedness of time-dependent PML models has given rise to several works (e.g.
[2], [3]...) and it is now clear that PML models (splitted and unsplit) are all (at least weakly) well-posed.
But the notion of well-posedness is not sufficient in the sense that it does not prevent the solution from
blowing up exponentially in time: in this case, we shall say that the problem is unstable. For Maxwell’s
equations, it has been proved (see [4]) that the “classical” split and unsplit PML models were well-
posed and stable. The solution can then never be exponentially growing in time. However, it can be
linearly growing at long time but this linear growth can be removed by using a new PML model, the
PML-CFS (Complex Frequency Shift), see [5]. On the other hand, the classical PMLs can be unstable
for some anisotropic models (elastodynamics, aero-acoutics...). In [3], it has been proved that there
exists a necessary condition of stability related to the direction of the group velocity. In some cases, it is
possible to design some new stable PMLs (e.g. [6-10]), but there are also cases where this question of
stabilized PMLs is still open. Let us add that in [9], error estimates of PMLs of finite length are derived
for the 2D time-dependent wave equation.



For time-harmonic problems, the convergence of the PMLs of finite length has been analyzed for
Helmholtz equation in [11],[12], and for aero-acoustic problems in waveguides in [13],[14]. For these
last anisotropic models, the presence of inverse upstream modes, which are responsable of the instabil-
ity in the time domain, does not affect the convergence of PMLs in the frequency domain. This is not
anymore the case when considering an elastic plate, as shown in [15]. In all these works, the conver-
gence of PMLs of finite length depends on the length of the layer. In [16], the authors proposed a new
PML model of finite length which is proved to be exact (for any length). We have extended this work
to time-domain problems [17].
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